
imagine yourself alone 
Imagine yourself alone on a beach, about ten miles from 
Taitung, on the southeast coast of Taiwan. The taxicab 
is pulling away, the driver smiling wryly at your remarks 
about the beauty of the place.  
 
“you think that this place is adorable, do you?” he asks, 
“life here is hard. don't call it adorable.” 
 
Imagine yourself on a beach. Imagine that the beach is 
occupied, at least in the blueprints of offices a few miles 
away. Perhaps you have not heard of these offices, but 
their planners, patrols, and bureaucrats manage the 
coastline. The Japanese colonists, who imagined that 
common holdings were land without title, classed it as 
government land. In 1945, with the end of the war, the 
Chinese Nationalist Party occupied it, imagining that 
they could one day retake the Chinese mainland. 
Imagine the bus that first circled the island on roads 
blasted from granite cliffs: The Kinma Line, now 
memorialized in Lakinma, the name of an age set in 
A’tolan, the ‘Amis town nearby. Imagine the narrow 
gauge train, the sugar cane fields, the sugar factories, 
now orchards, fallow, or abandoned. Imagine that you 
see this landscape as pristine. Imagine the tourists that 
come to see this last “pure land.” Imagine that 
management of the coastline has been contracted to 
developers for Build Operate Transfer projects. Imagine 
the occupied by five star hotels, hundreds of rooms of 
concrete. Imagine the Chinese tourists coming in tour 
buses. Imagine the coral choking on tourist waste. 
Imagine yourself on the beach with protesters, some 
locals, some part of an artists’ colony. The artists are 
your introduction to the town, and not all of the locals are 
fond of them. You will have to negotiate your 
relationships with them and people in town, even if you 
find the artists’ company congenial. Imagine that you are 
with the artists who have camped out on the beach, 
building a series of installations to call attention to illegal 
construction. Imagine their petitions. Imagine official 
meetings about beach development. Imagine yourself on 
the beach with the few men who remain here to eke out 
a living, spear fishing or diving for sea urchins. Imagine 
yourself on the beach with the songs of those who 
worked the far ocean fishing boats, leaving for five years 
before coming home, sending money to mothers and 
wives to build new houses. Imagine yourself on the 
beach with Japanese and European surfers. Imagine. 
Imagine yourself on the beach alone.  

Imagine yourself 
suddenly set down 
surrounded by all your 
gear, alone on a tropical 
beach close to a native 
village, while the launch 
or dinghy that has 
brought you sails away 
out of sight. Since you 
take up your abode in 
the compound of some 
neighboring white man, 
trader, or missionary, 
you have nothing to do, 
but to start at once on 
your ethnographic work. 
Imagine further that you 
are a beginner, without 
previous experience, 
with nothing to guide 
you or no one to help 
you. For the white man 
is temporarily absent, or 
else unable or unwilling 
to waste any of his time 
on you.  [….]  
 
Imagine yourself then, 
making your first entry 
into the village, alone or 
in company with your 
white cicerone. Some 
natives flock around 
you, especially if they 
smell tobacco. Others, 
the more dignified and 
elderly, remain seated 
where they are 
(Malinowski 1922: 3-4). 
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intersections 

the essay approaches  problems of voice—how voice is imagined in the text as 

occupying a specific place, how a voice might imagine solitude in a multiply occupied 

space, how places and voices imply each other—through a dialogue with songwriters. 

Imagining ourselves alone on the beach with Malinowski, I think, requires a bit more than 

the polemics launched and largely forgotten in the 1980s can allow. As an ethnographer 

who works closely with songwriters, I often encounter this question of occupying places 

and voices in my conversations and engagement with my collaborators and their work. I 

do not suggest that ethnographic writing need approach the conditions of lyrics. 

However, I am interested in ways that ethnographers might learn from and collaborate 

with songwriters. This essay thus describes some of the practices of songwriters and 

their work, the better to imagine what the intersecting practices of songwriters and 

ethnographers might teach us about the multiply occupied places in which we work. 

 

Songwriters occupy a space parallel to ethnographers and wrestle with many similar 

problems of attentiveness, representation, voice, and purpose. Like ethnographers, they 

spend much time carefully observing the ongoing movement of social life. Because they 

work in both words and music, they tend to notice tones of soundscapes and turns of 

phrases keenly; fragments of conversation and images that might capture an entire 

situation fill their notebooks. Attentiveness  distinguishes great songwriters from 

mediocre ones, and I suspect we could say the same for ethnographers. 



 

But as a matter of craft, songwriters face several restrictions, which result in features of 

songwriting practice that I call restraint, registration, and response. Restraint refers to 

two restrictions, one of which seems never to restrain anthropologists, concision. Along 

with writing to a specific meter, songwriters—unless Gordon Lightfoot—avoid detailed 

descriptions or narratives; they must suggest a broader context through evocative 

indices. Secondly, songwriters are generally restricted to language that is lyrical. Voice in 

a lyric may remain constant or shift, but it is generally singular and tends toward the first 

person or the apostrophic second person. I call this quality of songwriting restraint.  

 

Thus, songwriters may stage dialogue in lyrics, but they generally do so by constructing 

a fictional first person to occupy a voice that they wish to explore. Dialogism in 

songwriting often results from the exploration of different voices and their associated 

perspectives across several songs. In other words, songwriting explores different social 

worlds through occupying or constructing relatively stable voices, a feature that I will call 

registration. Part of the particular power of registration is a dynamism in which the 

shifting quality of the subject position evoked by the lyrics achieves disparate effects of 

complicity as well as address.  

 

Perhaps because of this shifting quality of the subject position, reflexivity among 

songwriters is generally understood as a matter of stance (and not a problem of 

representation as it appears in anthropological debates). Rather than leading to debates 

concerning solipsism or self-indulgence, songwriters understand that a specific type of 

voice, for example, the “real” or hip hop or “authenticity” in singer songwriter pieces, is a 

product of writing or a stance on the performance or the musical object. Stance appears 



in the work of songwriters in the choice of voice, but also in musical motifs and 

production values (see, for example, the description of making drums sound “live” in 

independent label music coming out of Austin, Texas). The point is that stance is often 

genre specific (see Berger 2010) and may reflect individual preferences. Although 

songwriters often do not refer to stance in theoretical terms, they are aware of it in 

practice and it informs how they go about their work.  

 

In addition, songwriters tend, like anthropologists, toward conflicts concerning the role of 

activism, dialogue, and collaborative process. One of my collaborators at the Berklee 

College of Music agonizes over creating work that can be both creative and engaged; a 

songwriter with whom I work in the field, Panai, has held songwriting workshops in which 

she invites people who live in the village to provide parts of lyrics and tunes and 

compose songs cooperatively. Another Taiwanese indigenous songwriter, Suming, 

desires his work to serve language revitalization efforts. These projects and their 

associated polemics (think here about the category of the “real” in hip hop or aversion to 

artists that have “gone pop”) resemble those in anthropology concerning advocacy and 

community ethnography. 

 

In A’tolan, the group of musicians with whom I work face these problems more intensely, 

perhaps, because their songwriting practice is articulated with their activist responses to 

land speculation, tourist development, and assimilationist policies. As a group of 

Taiwanese indigenous songwriters engaged with the struggle for indigenous land rights 

and language revitalization, they have come to research placenames, oral histories, and 

ritual. I refer to their songwriting practice, which often maintains space for other places 

rather than attempting a description, as responsive rather than representative. As I 



argue, such responses are interpretive acts and could inform anthropological practice. 

To illustrate how restraint, registration, and response might configure an intersection 

between songwriting and ethnography, we will now listen to a few songs recently 

composed in A’olan.  

 

pakaoraday a mapunemay a fayi  

A’tolan, a small town with a 24 hour 7-11, an artists’ colony in a reclaimed sugar factory, 

and a stunning view of the Pacific Ocean, resembles many coastal ‘Amis towns in 

Taitung County. Years of migration, beginning with conscription into the Japanese 

Imperial Army during the 1930s and 40s and continuing with the far ocean fishing trade 

and construction boom of the 1970s and 1980s, have created a diasporic community in 

Taipei and Kaohsiung which returns to the town for holidays but pursues educational and 

economic opportunity elsewhere. Like most indigenous communities, A’tolan responded 

to missionary activity in the 1950s. Although Pacifalan and other places on the coastline 

retain their ritual importance for A’tolan ‘Amis, the beauty of the landscape has recently 

attracted the attention of developers. Indigenous youth, facing the near disappearance of 

the ‘Amis language as a result of Mandarin only policies during the Nationalist Party 

(KMT) oligarchy from 1945-2000, have turned toward popular music as a means for 

language revitalization. Often this work creates tensions within A’tolan, as indigenous 

youth who wish to explore A’tolan ‘Amis ritual often encounter resistance from their 

grandparents and parents who embraced Christianity and state projects of national 

modernity. 

 

Suming Rupi, an A’tolan ‘Amis songwriter and performer whose first solo album received 

the Golden Melody Award for Best Indigenous Language Album in 2011, has provided 



the soundtrack for an “alternative activism” (Tsai 2010) that inflects urban Taiwanese 

spaces with an ‘Amis voice. Suming considers his work closely connected to education. 

Not only does he compose electronic music with ‘Amis lyrics, he often releases these 

songs in A’tolan for local youth events long before they appear in publication. He also 

funds an educational foundation with the receipts of an annual benefit tour, held a few 

weeks before A’tolan’s kiluma’an, an event nearly emblematic of A’tolan ‘Amis. Suming’s 

work neither strives for authenticity nor wallows in nostalgia, yet Suming does show a 

keen interest in traditional art and ritual. This interest informs much of his work, including 

the song that I examine here, “Pakaoraday a Mapunengay a Fayi” (The Old Woman 

Praying for Rain).  

 

In his conversations with me about the song, Suming described the process of creating 

“Fayi” as an experience familiar to me from my work. On one visit home to A’tolan, he 

encountered a rain making ritual. A prolonged drought had damaged crops; and while 

the town remains nominally Christian, village elders called for the rain ritual. Suming 

observed the ritual and wrote about it in his journal. Later, he asked a former village 

headman and elders who remembered the ritual life of A’tolan before the advent of 

Catholic, Presbyterian, and True Jesus missionaries to explain what he had observed. 

This work was dangerous for Suming, who was born into a True Jesus Church family; 

and, for Suming, the ritual was “Other.” Because the True Jesus Church restricts its 

members from important male social activities of drinking, chewing betel, and 

participation in the age grade organization, particularly during the kiloma’an, engaging 

with the rain making ritual required Suming to break the restrictions of his family’s 

religious community. It also meant that he approached the ritual across a cultural divide.  

 



In his description of the ritual, a syncretic interpretation, in which the prayer was 

addressed to “Heaven / God” emerged, in contrast to other descriptions of the ritual that I 

have seen elsewhere. I will describe the ritual as he described it to me. 

 

In the ritual, an elderly widow bereft of any family must squat in an intentionally damaged 

and uncomfortable hut on the beach. Ritual specialists sing a vocal piece associated 

with the ritual, dousing the woman with water as they sing. Not only was the woman 

already pitiful, belonging to a category of people that ‘Amis consider misfortunate; the 

ritual specialists also abuse her. Eventually these specialists call out to Heaven / God to 

regard how pitiful she is. The result of their bargaining with Heaven / God is a single wish 

for the woman, which the ritual specialists bid the woman to convey to Heaven / the gods 

governing rain / God.  

 

The Fayi must be pitiful, said Suming.  

 

But most importantly, she must have a pure heart, without a trace of selfishness. 

Because God will give her whatever she wishes, she must think only of the well 

being of the town and say, “I want it to rain.” She needs to cast from her mind any 

desire for a family, for money, or anything for herself. She can only desire rain for 

the village. If she were to say, “I want my husband to be alive,” or “I want 

grandchildren,” the ritual would fail. So she has to have a very pure heart. She 

says, “I want it to rain.” Then, the ritual stops. I looked to see if it would rain, and 

soon, the clouds slid down from the mountains and over our village. The rain 

began. 

 



 

The drama of the woman’s situation interested Suming most. However, Suming’s 

“Pakaoraday a Fayi” does not attempt to write from the perspective of the woman. It 

neither describes her feelings nor occupies her voice. Moreover, the song does not 

relate any sort of narrative in the lyrics, as Suming wrote the song entirely in vocables. 

The drama of the ritual appears in the musical form, with an expansiveness in the 

arrangement perhaps representing the arrival of needed rain.  

 

Suming first approached the ritual song. He learned the piece from elders who 

remembered how to sing it and considered arranging the song in a popular medium, as 

he has for a kiloma’an dance song. However, he changed his mind about how to 

proceed. First, because the song is part of a ritual, he wondered about the 

appropriateness of use. Here the taboo that he felt confident enough to violate with 

kiloma’an songs deterred him. Second, Suming told me that traditional vocal musics are 

already complete (or perfect: wanzheng). They gain nothing, he said, from 

arrangements; and, on the contrary, because Suming cannot sing them with the same 

vocal timbre as the elders, translation to popular music damages them. Thus Suming’s 

work became a musical reflection that resembles traditional music but that does not 

actually follow the form of the ritual song: a responsive work. 

 

“Pakaoraday a Fayi” converses with traditional music. Like most ‘Amis vocal pieces, the 

lyrics are composed entirely in the vocables hay, hey, yan, and naluwan. Melodically, it 

maintains a descending contour in which accented notes move from the third or fourth 

interval of the scale to the dominant below the tonic, with triplets moving in half step or 

single step increments between these accents. There is also a movement to the second 



interval of the scale performed on a glissando that might remind listeners of ‘Amis vocal 

pieces, as might the transposition of the melodic contour upward on a chorus section 

after two repeats of the verse. For this reason, we might be excused for thinking that 

“Fayi” imitates the rain making ritual song. However, Suming explained to me that the 

relationship of his song to the original vocal piece was more of a personal reflection on 

the subjectivity of the Fayi or the drama of the arrival of long awaited rain clouds. In 

addition, Suming’s arrangement, which wraps the melody in a jazz influenced piano 

accompaniment, introduces further distance between the ritual and our reception of 

Suming’s work. In this regard, “Fayi” is a response rather than a representation or 

description, even though observation, interviews, learning traditional music, and 

description of the ritual (all familiar ethnographic practices) were part of Suming’s 

creative process. 

 

Thus, I am most interested in the divergence between Suming’s creative process and 

what I might expect from an anthropologist. While an anthropological observer would 

likely describe and interpret the ritual (something that we might call “ritual exegesis”), 

Suming does neither directly. The relationship between Suming’s “Pakaoraday a Fayi” 

and the sound of the Papaka’oradan is not mimetic, nor is it properly indexical. Rather 

the piece is a response or a type of dialogue that maintains the unbridgeable distance 

between Suming and the ritual as Other. The song defers to the ritual. It does not point 

out qualities or meanings of the ritual through representation, but gives form to Suming’s 

response (his “here I am”) as an artist and an ‘Amis youth. If the song represents 

traditional music, it does so by creating a space in which its (now silent) presence might 

be registered as a practice that impinges on Suming and his listeners. In other words, 

“Fayi” attempts neither to reconstruct nor to reclaim the ritual but to find a way for 



contemporary ‘Amis youth to respond to it, registering its traces in the landscape and 

social life of A’tolan and its diaspora communities. The song does not represent the 

voice of the Fayi or the ritual but challenges the listener to defer to these voices as 

markers of an ‘Amis place. It responds to the ritual through its particular registration. 

 

friendships  

That said, in my work with songwriters, I do not follow the utopian vision of psychological 

and social integration offered by the literature on musical participation (Keil, Turino, 

Small), but adopt a methodology suggested in Miguel Tamen’s (2001) work on 

interpretation. Tamen argues that interpretation relies not so much on intrinsic properties 

of interpretable objects, but a set of practices directed in relationship to these objects. 

First, one attends to the objects as if they can speak and adopts a stance from which 

one has a warrant to decipher what they would say were they to speak. Second, one 

defers to the objects in the sense that one occupies a position from which one cannot be 

indifferent to the destruction or diminishment of the objects. Whether these objects are 

sonic traces of history, elements of a contemporary soundscape, Dark Side of the Moon, 

songbirds, betel nut trees, or coral reefs, interpretation indicates an organization of a 

group of “friends” who advocate for, represent, or otherwise speak on behalf of these 

objects. It also means that the friends of such objects attribute to them intentions, rights, 

and liabilities which the friends are uniquely qualified to discern and elaborate. In other 

words, interpretation—something that songwriters perform in their works as much as 

anthropologists—“consists in attributing language and intentions to various bits and 

pieces of the world, making […] ‘all kinds of unexpected things speak.”” (Tamen 2001: 

137). As Tamen (2001: 132-135) notes, arguments about interpretation are in effect 

arguments about the felicity of special uses of the verb “to say”. Or, we might say a type 



of deferral in which we allow the objects to remain mute and respond to their muteness, 

as does Suming’s “Pakaoraday a Mapunengay a Fayi.” 

 

From this vantage, we might consider songwriting as a particular type of interpretive 

practice in which dialogue can appear in a response to mute objects. We might imagine 

that this response neatly fits a stance considered either as a particular form of noesis 

(something akin to phenomenological interpretation) or the attribution of intentional 

states or communicative properties to otherwise mute(d) objects (something akin to 

Dennet’s “intentional” or “design” stance). However, as Suming’s “Fayi” demonstrates 

songwriters might make space for the objects of their description by showing the limits of 

their ability to contain them. Moreover, songwriting often develops creatively through the 

songwriter’s response, personal if staged in the person of a fictive voice, to the bits of 

language, social situations, or landscapes that the songwriter encounters: what I call the 

“here I am” of music and lyrics. Positions on authenticity often take the position of 

shibboleth in songwriting in a manner analogous to representation in anthropology. 

Indeed, knowing which voices one can animate, which objects can ground a response, is 

a key problem for songwriters.  

 

This problematic shows us one way that music is not just something to understand within 

a cultural context, but as Martin Stokes has argued, a meaningful context of 

interpretation itself. To show you how this context works, let’s listen to an intersection 

between music and environmental advocacy. Recently a number of “friends of Taitung” 

have crowded our beach, so to speak, as they have participated in a number of 

movements aimed at protecting Taitung from nuclear waste, highways, and hotels. We 

can describe much environmental advocacy and activism as a set of practices through 



which people befriend and amplify the speech of landscapes, the ocean, green turtles, 

coral, or even indigenous people.1 Music certainly can afford both the stance of deferral 

and speech on behalf of the befriended object, which are diagnostic of such friendships. 

However, as I will argue, such friendships may too actively draw into communicative 

relationships objects that might prefer to remain mute or otherwise outside of public 

discourse. In other words, music might be a context in which friendship is contested or 

rejected, a critical response to friendship proffered too lightly. More concretely, the 

position of friendship adopted by environmentalists coheres with a broader orientation in 

Taiwanese society that actually conflicts with indigenous appropriations of Taitung’s 

coastline and that may ultimately act only to serve what are neoliberal interests.  

 

a'tolan in a popular imagination 

But let me make this discussion of friendship a bit more concrete. When we imagine 

ourselves alone on a pristine beach, we have forgotten forced resettlement of indigenous 

people and the expansion of the sugar economy during the Japanese colonial period. 

Now the incessant sound of the ocean has eroded this memory, at least for would-be 

friends of A’tolan. The amnesia that surrounds the traces of the sugar economy, all the 

more notable because of the importance of the sugar factory as a local landmark, 

derives from desires on the part of the dominant population for places on the island that 

are simple, pure, and relatively untouched, in contrast to the relentlessly urban and 

postindustrial spaces of much of the island. In common parlance, this desire finds its 

expression in descriptions of Taitung as a “pure land” (jingtu). This description connects 

with an entire movement on Taiwan for “lifestyles of health and sustainability” (LOHAS), 

including organic local agriculture, handicrafts, and creativity. At times, proponents of 

LOHAS have made common cause with indigenous land rights movements, such as the 



anti-nuclear movement in Taitung. However, LOHAS is primarily a consumerist 

orientation, as evident in the way that A’tolan appears in dominant representations of 

place. 

 

One powerful articulation of this orientation is found in descriptions of A’tolan as a place 

to “clear one’s mind” or fang kong. For example, in an essay that launched depictions of 

the Dulan Sugar Factory Coffee Shop as the “most distant coffee shop,” Shu Kuo-chih 

calls A’tolan a “pure land within the pure land,” adding that “Anywhere one might sit [in 

A’tolan] one can sit for five or six hours and not even think at all of getting up.” The essay 

repeats the refrain that A’tolan is a place to forget everyday life, as have many denizens 

of Taipei and other cities who have come to the town, sometimes for months at a time, to 

fang kong. As described by Shu, the coffee shop was and continues to be surprisingly 

cosmopolitan. Those who remember the coffee shop under its previous management 

complain that the spontaneous, almost anarchistic tone of the place has been replaced 

by a more commercial approach; however, to most visitors, the myth of the coffee shop 

as an artists’ commune remains. No doubt, I add to this mythology with my own 

nostalgia for A’tolan before the arrival of “outsiders” (oh, wait a minute. I seem to hear 

the siren’s song of Triste Tropics all the more clearly now). Part of the description of the 

coffee shop depends upon popular depictions of indigenous people as at one with nature 

and distant from anxieties related to property and public life. 

 

To some extent, these depictions of the Dulan Sugar Factory Coffee Shop correspond to 

indigenous self depictions. However, they are quite different in other respects. 

Throughout descriptions of A’tolan as “most distant,” “purest,” and “place to fang kong,” 

the focus is on anxieties of urban life, which contemplation of the ocean will lift, allowing 



for self-actualization and personal integration, including reintegration with nature. This 

ultimately narcissistic focus erases the actual life and struggles of the real inhabitants of 

A’tolan and its diaspora communities in urban Taiwan. In other words, LOHAS is a 

consumer choice and self-actualization, but not a social struggle. And as Shu and others 

add that many admirers and would be lovers of A’tolan have “bought a little piece of 

land” to live out pastoral fantasies, we should note that the discourse of fang kong 

operates from a position of privilege.  

 

Back to the crowded beach. Dominant imaginations of A’tolan form in complicity with 

more local imaginations of place and vice versa. Central in this imagination is the Pacific 

Ocean. The ocean, which is visible from most of the village, also exerts a sonic 

presence, particularly in the morning and late night when most vehicular traffic is silent. 

Those who would befriend A’tolan, generally artists and musicians of all of Taiwan’s four 

major ethnic groups, value the sight of the ocean as a tonic for urban anomie and 

everyday anxieties. Looking at the Pacific, they feel that the ocean washes away these 

worldly concerns and conditions, augmenting their creativity and sense of well being.  

 

New arrivals to the town come for the ocean. They desire to gaze at, hear, and feel the 

ocean in its varied moods throughout the day, from the rhythm of its motion to the 

reflection of the moon on clear nights. The ocean asserts a constant presence in the 

town’s soundscape, so much that a recent film which featured the sugar factory café 

starred the sound of the ocean as a central character. In this film, a recordist, looking to 

capture Formosa’s most representative sounds, records the Pacific along the East Coast 

and sends his recordings to the address of his erstwhile girlfriend who, unbeknownst to 

the recordist, has moved. The current occupant listens to the tapes and attempts to find 



the places in the recordings—and the recordist, with whom she has become infatuated. 

The search leads her to A’tolan, where she arrives at the “most distant coffee shop.” 

Recent arrivals to the town believe that the Pacific will palliate their urban anomie. 

Gazing at it will be a tonic for stress, hearing it a cordial for the frustrations of life in 

Taipei and other crowded, polluted cites. As they describe it, the ocean, with its constant 

movement, boundless expanse, and shifting blankness is an “absolute,” in de Vries’s 

sense of “that which tends to loosen its ties to existing contexts” or an object “detached 

or radically free from representation” (Bennett 2011: 3). In the past few years, so many 

people have come to A’tolan to fang kong that a debate has formed around fang kong, 

with an older cohort of “new arrivals” arguing that they do not belong to the fang kong 

crowd, but questioning whether they might be perceived as such. In the words of one of 

these recent arrivals, “almost all of the mentally unbalanced people have come to Dulan 

from all over Taiwan. If they were to be sent back to Taipei, it would mean the end of the 

world was nigh!” 

 

The allure of a generative blankness, perhaps a variation on the aesthetic sublime or the 

“absolute,” and the desire for LOHAS meet in representations of A’tolan in travel 

literature and the practices of artists residing in the town, who talk about the ocean’s 

constant presence in their creative projects. The Pacific inspires them and suggests a 

qualitatively different experience of being Taiwanese.  

 

The ocean is also vibrant matter for A’tolan ‘Amis, but figures more broadly in 

subsistence and ritual life. Not only is the ocean a larder from which A’tolan ‘Amis gather 

food, it is alive with spiritual powers and memories of ancestral figures who emerged 

from the ocean to found the village. I became aware of this divergence in landscape as 



imagined in A’tolan when riding from the town to the train station. When I told the taxi 

driver that I found the town adorable (kawaii), he replied, “You think it’s adorable? Life 

here is difficult!” He then described changes in the town’s landscape with the end of the 

sugar economy. While the depiction of the town as pristine reflects desires of urban 

Taiwanese people, however, it also connects to the self attributions of many indigenous 

elites and cultural producers and at times to nostalgic desires on the part of A’tolan ‘Amis 

residing in the town or in Taipei. A’tolan ‘Amis express pride in the beauty of their town, 

and thus it is possible to bracket out differences between ‘Amis and other perspectives 

on the landscape. However, A’tolan ‘Amis realizations of the ocean diverge from that of 

consumerist environmentalism; for A’tolan ‘Amis the ocean is materially present in 

subsistence and ritual practices in ways that threaten the position of the Pacific within 

idealized depictions of landscape.   

 

These representations of A’tolan as pristine and indigenous people at one with nature 

appear in promotional literature produced by the county government and in oppositional 

discourses associated with the antinuclear movement, suggesting the emergence of 

consumer environmentalism as a dominant discourse. In 2010, the county government 

cooperated with an NGO and private investors in a performance space to introduce 

“East Coast Global Highlights,” a bid to attract further tourism to the East Coast along a 

BOT model.2 Taitung’s highlights were both natural and musical, allowing us to examine 

how dominant representations of Taitung connect with musical production. For the 

description of the performance space, built from structures reclaimed from previous 

railway warehouses, the materials comment 

 



Taitung is a place with flourishing creativity among indigenous musicians. At 

Tiehua Village, you can experience the powerful voices and free expressions 

nourished by the culture of Taitung’s mountains and ocean 

 

Underscoring this sentiment, a DVD promoting Taitung’s tourist attractions contains an 

‘Amis language song that encourages listeners, “let’s be joyful and sing. It’s a beautiful 

day.” Let’s fang kong, shall we? 

 

These sentiments of promotional materials find their analogues in oppositional 

discourses as well. Protests against a planned nuclear waste facility in Taitung County 

combined marches, concerts, and the production of a CD by a group of musicians 

closely associated with the Dulan Sugar Factory. Environmental activists present at a 

2009 protest concert argued on the basis of historical injustices to indigenous people, 

here framed in terms of statistics—Taitung uses less than one percent of the island’s 

energy, but receives all of the waste from the island’s three functioning nuclear power 

plants. They also reduced plans for the facility to an example of environmental racism. 

However, several of the activists who made statements at the event talked of Taitung’s 

value as offering a new economic model for Taiwan, one based on “green industries,” 

such as organic agriculture, local handicrafts, and ecotourism. All three are featured in 

the weekly market at Tiehua Village, which opened in 2010. The possibility of this model 

relied on common depictions of the county as “pure” and inhabited by indigenous people 

who remained in the state of nature.3 

 

I have outlined depictions of Taitung as “pure,” “distant,” and “untouched” to show the 

formation of a dominant environmental sensibility associated with consumerism, which 



has the following characteristics: (1) positioning of environmentalism with forms of self-

actualization and in opposition to mechanized, orderly lives in urban centers; (2) 

coherence of environmentalism with “culture power,” or government promotion of local 

cultural vitality; (3) neoliberal devolution of cultural and environmental management to 

private and NGO initiatives; (4) depiction of Taiwanese indigenous people as 

spontaneous, free, and at one with nature. Dominant environmentalist positions create a 

network among these disparate positions, giving them what John Law would call a kind 

of fractional coherence; but in the manner of friendships outlined above, 

environmentalists also claim to speak for endangered landscapes such as Taitung, 

giving voice to those not formally included in public deliberations or perhaps improperly 

represented by other would be friends.  

 

I would be a cynic to cast doubt on the laudable motives of many in the environmental 

movement. Criticizing their positions is not my intention so much as pointing out a 

difficulty these positions encounter. The complicity of indigenous activists with 

mainstream environmentalists often depends upon a  bracketing out of the real 

misapprehensions of  indigenous landscapes on the part of those who fang kong or 

actively seek to befriend Taitung. Of course, indigenous activists have welcomed this 

complicity; certainly, indigenous activists have found ready allies among 

environmentalists. To get a sense of these alliances, we can turn to musical 

performances connected with the Taitung antinuclear movement.4  Panai and Nabu’s 

performance of “Perhaps one day” both on recordings and at a rally against nuclear 

waste facilities in Taitung captures this type of complicity.  

 



 “Perhaps one day” registers multiple voices while inventing a solitary voice in the lyrics. 

The piece weaves traditional Bunun music performed by Napu with Panai’s 

contemporary indigenous music. “Perhaps” begins with several phrases of recognizably 

traditional Bunun music, after which we hear Panai’s voice enter on the first Mandarin 

language song phrase, “perhaps one day [yexu you yitian].” Panai’s voice and acoustic 

guitar style are immediately recognizable as a genre of contemporary indigenous 

acoustic music of which Panai has been a leading exponent. The quotation from Bunun 

music acts as a deictic, locating the lost home of the song’s narrative of possible return 

as a / the bulo, or indigenous village. Yet, as we will see, the difference between—and 

convertibility of—the indefinite and definite article makes a great difference and marks 

the disparity between Panai and Nabu’s stated intentions and interpretations of the song 

within mainstream discourse. This deictic instability is how the solitary voice registers its 

own aloneness and the crowded beach. 

 

Overall, the movement of the song is from the tonic upward to an octave above the tonic 

and then to the subdominant. After four lines, each beginning with “perhaps one day,” 

the song shifts to the relative minor, at which the lyrics furthest road (zui yaoyuan di lu) 

stretch over a rhythmic acceleration that pulls the song into the chorus, which has a 

decidedly reggae feel. With this shift in the song’s form, brightly sung vocables enter 

briefly in the background vocal track. This shift in the song’s timbral and rhythmic values 

underscores a crucial point in the song’s lyrics, where the possibility of return becomes a 

promise of redemption. Moreover, the iconicity of form that the song achieves with 

reggae renders this promise similar to the promise of return for other postcolonial 

subjects. “Perhaps one day” does not leave the listener in the non-place of “world music” 

or an unspecified myth of Ethiopia suggested by reggae, however. Rather, Napu’s 



reentrance with the Malasdapang, a boastful Bunun chant of returning hunters and 

warriors in which the singer shouts his name and village name, indexically tethers 

listeners to an abandoned village high in the mountains of Taitung County, Neipenlu.  

 

As noted above, the song’s deictic instability establishes a frame of reference that is 

both specifically that of Neipenlu, the abandoned village to which Napu hopes to return, 

and a generalized fourth world of reggae. This generalized reference emerges both in 

the song’s resemblance to reggae and the performance practices of Napu and Panai, 

which index a pan-indigenous identity. It is also a quality of the second person reference 

of the song, which can refer to a conversation between Napu addressed by Panai as 

both lover and conscience, or—and this is why the song works—the listener addressed 

by Panai who serves as the listener’s conscience and confidante. Thus the introspective 

upward movement and tension of the relative minor of the verse, which transforms into 

reggae in the chorus, iconically signifies a movement from doubt toward resolve and 

interpellates the listener who will (perhaps) “try to live according to another set of 

values,” “take the furthest road,” and “return home.”  

 

In other words, while the song refers to Napu’s desire to leave Taipei for Taitung and 

eventually to restore Neipenlu, a village from which Japanese colonial officials forcibly 

removed his family in the mid 20th century, a listener may apprehend the song as one 

that encourages a “return” to the “farthest place” described in Kimbo’s “Farthest Road,” a 

song to which Panai’s “Perhaps” alludes. In Kimbo, this place is the place 

simultaneously furthest and closest to the self. Of course, for would be friends of the 

environment, this “return to the farthest place” could be abetted by organic produce or a 

move to A’tolan. After all, many listeners understand the song as a description of Panai 



and Napu’s move from Taipei to A’tolan and not part of a larger project of indigenous 

land and cultural reclamation. 

 

At a performance of “Perhaps one day” at an antinuclear protest in 2009, MCs 

highlighted this apprehension of the song by mapping Panai and Napu onto the 

topography of Taitung County: Napu, the heroic strength of the mountains, and Panai, 

the gentle voice of Pacific winds, calling listeners to “return,” not as the literal return of a 

diasporic subject to lands appropriated by colonists but a return from urban values and 

utilitarian relationships to “indigenous values” of nature as one’s mother. These remarks 

were consistent with those of other antinuclear spokespersons such as academics and 

cultural workers, who argued that  “sustainable” Taitung could be a model for a new 

Taiwan.  

 

Mainstream environmentalists can practice their friendship with Taitung’s landscape 

through such a “return.” Return would be a shift from self-interested business of urban 

life to the disinterested practices of listening and speaking for threatened environments. 

Like all good friendships, these practices might reconfigure the values of friends of 

Taitung, as the environment can demand that these friends actively seek virtues of their 

practice of friendship at some cost; implications of the antinuclear movement could mean 

commitment to lowered energy consumption in Taipei, for example. However, 

mainstream environmentalism remains contradictory in its close relationships with the 

ongoing economic restructuring of Taitung’s economy around tourism, an industry that 

has exacerbated conflicts over access to the ocean along the East Coast. Although I am 

certain that Panai and Nabu register these complications in their songwriting practice, I 

wonder whether listeners are equipped to hear and respond to them. Perhaps that is 



why Panai and Nabu refuse to sell their albums through record stores and other 

mainstream venues. 

 

don’t say you love me too lightly 

“I guess I’m too ‘Amis, after all.” 

 

Commenting on this song at a performance near National Taiwan University, Suming 

joked that he had tried to become more strident in his approach to land rights issues and 

write a protest song, but he ended up composing a bossa nova love song instead.  

 

“I wanted to be more strident, but this is what I wrote. I guess I’m too ‘Amis, after all,” he 

said. Behind his joke, part of a wider strategy of “play” found in ‘Amis aesthetics 

described in the work of Futuru Tsai (2008, 2010), is a gentle if serious refusal of the 

love of those who would “too lightly” befriend A’tolan. While Panai and Nabu’s “Perhaps 

One Day” created a context in which the artists negotiated a troubled complicity with the 

environmentalist movement, Suming’s “Don’t Say You Love Me” rejects the love of 

environmentalists in a form that may not sound like a protest song. The song resembles 

a bossa nova and apart from an enigmatic phrase in the lyrics gives few cues about the 

type of love rejected. Addressing listeners in the second person in the chorus after 

verses that resemble impressions of an easy beachside summer fling, the voice of the 

song says, “Don’t say that you love me so lightly in A’tolan.” 

 

Unlike the other pieces to which we’ve listened in this article, “Don’t lightly say that you 

love me in A’tolan” makes no gestures toward traditional musics or even vocables that 

generally establish a song as contemporary Taiwanese indigenous music. The song is in 



a form widely appreciated and practiced by ‘Amis musicians but not generally 

understood as indigenous in Taiwan’s alternative music scene. The song thus makes no 

attempt to index an indigenous subject position known to Taiwanese listeners through 

musical form or quotation. Much less does it achieve iconicity with common stereotypes 

of indigenous music or people. Rather it establishes a cosmopolitan subject position, 

rejecting the local and dependent status often foisted upon indigenous people. The 

rejected love, then, is a rejection of a kind of status and its presumed authenticity. I am 

tempted to call this status that of a “victim” narrative, which some indigenous activists 

have employed as a scale-making project. Thus the song is a context in which the singer 

rejects both “your” love and takes a stance on a particular subject position. The song’s 

musical form, which rejects many of the possible tropes and positions for indigenous 

subjects, constructs a different subject position that does not fit the love of the would be 

lover. Thus the rejected friendship is also a rejection of the status of “beloved” or 

“befriended” object.  

 

Lyrically, the song does index the ocean breezes and songs that have never stopped, 

both features of a dominant imagination of ‘Amis people throughout the island, but 

thwarts the pristine and simple image of A’tolan through its description of troubles and 

the singer’s claim that he will remain to maintain, or hold onto, the place. Moreover, the 

melodic form of the song highlights the last phrase of the song, “zai pohuai lailin zhi qian 

/ xian / bie shuo chu kou [before it’s been destroyed, don’t say it (that you love me)],” 

with a marked emphasis on xian, here meaning “yet.” In the melody, xian sits on an 

extended level tone, at once consistent with the tonal value of the syllable phonetically 

but inconsistent with normal speech rhythms, which would give xian a much shorter 

duration. Moreover, xian appears as the melody reaches the dominant (the furthest 



consonant interval with the tonic or key of the song), a point of particular tension in a 

melody; and in the last repetition of the chorus presides over a slowing down of the 

song’s harmonic rhythm. All of these musical features highlight the phrase “Don’t say it, 

yet.”  

 

Suming is an accomplished songwriter, which suggests that the choice of emphasis is 

not accidental, even if he jokingly calls a protest song turned bossa nova a symptom of 

being “too ‘Amis, after all.” What might the emphasis on xian mean? The song tells the 

would be lover that professions of love are too soon and too lightly offered. This 

rejection, I would add, is the rejection of a real suitor. In other words, the song doesn’t 

doubt the sincerity of the would be lover. Rather, the song acts against the performative 

statement, “I love you” or “I love A’tolan” by exposing not a false sentiment—the 

sentiment is real and certainly sincere, if too “murky”—but the warrant of the suitor to 

speak love into existence yet. In this sense, the song resembles the taxi driver’s 

remarks, which rejected my then uninformed love for A’tolan as “adorable.” A’tolan, as 

both argue, is not adorable (kawaii literally means “loveable”) but a place that bears the 

scars of depredation. It is not a pristine place on which you might hang your hopes of 

self discovery through the medium of the beloved Other. In asking listeners to defer their 

profession of love (“don’t say that you love me lightly in A’tolan, yet), Suming’s “Don’t say 

that you love me” rejects the love of would be friends of A’tolan, or at least a love that 

comes too cheaply, too lightly. “You,” the would be lover will have to undergo the 

destruction of what you love before you have a warrant to speak friendship into being.  

 

 Don’t say that you love me lightly on the land of A’tolan 

 This sentiment is too murky, I am not able to bear it now 



 Don’t say that you have fallen in love with me in the land of the ocean 

 Before the time of destruction comes, don’t say it yet 

 

Thus the love that the song requires is neither the love of those who come to A’tolan to 

fang kong or even environmentalists who assume their ability to speak for an 

endangered landscape; rather, it is a love that has experienced depredation. It is a love 

informed by loss.  

 

One way of understanding Suming’s rejection of the performative gestures that could 

establish environmentalists as friends of A’tolan would be to return to the contrast 

between A’tolan ‘Amis and consumer environmentalist perceptions of the ever present 

Pacific. To the latter, the ocean may be reduced to a transcendent Other that permits 

self-transformation, an element of an aesthetic experience. The sonic presence of the 

ocean to A’tolan ‘Amis, however, is a sign that participates in the entirety of a way of life. 

Yet, this contrast would erase the possibility that these positions might meet in some 

future friendship. Suming does not reject the love of environmentalists completely, only 

love claimed too lightly.  

 

In performances of “Don’t say you love me,” Suming has recounted the love of visitors 

toward A’tolan and the tendency of these visitors not to realize that their love, ironically, 

exacerbates the reconfiguration of A’tolan as a tourist site, where land prices have made 

it nearly impossible for A’tolan ‘Amis to maintain their relationship to the town and the 

ocean, not to mention the ongoing alienation of ocean access from ‘Amis people along 

the Taitung coast as coastal properties are BOTed. The despoilment to which Suming’s 

song alludes includes planned hotels that will occupy ‘Amis subsistence and ritual sites. 



Yet as a protester, he has chosen to reject the would be love of environmentalists. Part 

of the form of the song derives from an Amis ethics of lightheartedness and play (Tsai 

2010); however, we should take Suming’s rejection of love seriously. “Don’t say you love 

me” defers the love of environmentalists and other visitors to suggest that these would 

be friends have not done the work of perceiving the land of A’tolan as “despoiled,” as its 

Amis residents do. Asking that we perceive A’tolan within this framework of 

dispossession and deindustrialization before we say “I love you,” the song provides an 

ecocritical discourse at odds with the easy loves of consumer environmentalism. It thus 

registers “your” perspective within the song’s dialogue of refusal.  

 

songwriting and ethnographic work 
in my conversations with songwriters in Taiwan and at Berklee College of Music, a few 

shared qualities are evident, regardless of differences in approach. The first is that 

songwriters, whether working to set a preexisting text or to create both music and lyrics, 

attend closely to language. For those writing new lyrics, the approach often resembles 

ethnographic work. Songwriters collect fragments of conversation, observations of 

places, and may even conduct informal interviews. Attentiveness and some form of 

recording thus constitute important elements in the songwriter’s craft, in addition to 

control over musical material and writing. When my songwriting friends hunch over 

keyboards, guitars, or ipods, painstakingly working over musical material, I might forget 

the resonance between their work and my own. However, once Chen Ming-chang shows 

me his notebook of guitar tunings and fragments of folksong, A-Lü shows me his 

collection of overheard linguistic gems, Nabu talks with me about colonialism, or Mark 

Simos discusses problems of narrative songwriting, I realize that songwriters engage 

implicitly with problems of human difference and similarity. They might not use culture 



language to frame their endeavors theoretically, but engage these issues as a matter of 

craft, at times finding ways to represent another voice mimetically, at other times 

discovering spaces in which to respond, calling listeners to attend reverently to voices 

that remain outside of the song while impinging upon it. In my work with musicians, I’ve 

called this engagement with the traces of Taiwanese histories “sounding,” meaning both 

work with sound and, according to the maritime metaphor, exploring the contours of 

hidden depths. To augment this work, I have begun to imagine a songwriters’ 

ethnographic workshop, which will find new methods and voices for both anthropologists 

and songwriters.  

 

The idea behind the workshop is to employ ethnographic methods to amplify the kinds of 

attentiveness and reflection useful for songwriting, as well as to explore new forms of 

reflection and technique for anthropologists. Developing an ethnographic studio practice 

will create new modes of anthropological knowledge and not just new media for 

anthropological work. it will also help songwriters practice their craft more systematically. 

 

At the Berklee College of Music, the workshop will teach songwriters ethnographic 

methods. Songwriters will also work on existing ethnographic materials, such as field 

notes, recordings, and transcripts of interviews. The songwriting teams will include 

students and faculty at BCM and a group of songwriters with whom I work in A’tolan, with 

whom I will collaborate on the workshop. I will contribute materials from my project on 

men engaged in the far ocean fishing trade, including life historical materials and 

descriptions of house building and redevelopment around Taitung County, as well as 

working with the songwriters to develop an ethnographic practice. In their creative work, 

songwriters will write pieces that respond to the ethnographic materials generated in the 



far ocean fishing project and in their own work. The songwriters engaged in the 

workshops will likely find that the workshops extend and clarify their existing practice. I 

suspect that anthropologists engaged in the workshops—myself included—will find it 

curious and a little frightening. Anthropologists do not generally have well developed 

studio practice, particularly regarding shared and creative use of field materials. 

Moreover, the workshops challenge anthropologists to consider songwriting an equally 

valid modality of anthropological knowledge and not just a text to be unpacked.  

 

Like any experiment, the workshops take us into perilous ground. The discomfort for 

anthropologists will reward us, because I expect that songwriting can offer a few lessons 

for anthropological writing. I’ll call these hypothetical lessons  restraint, response, and 

registration.  

 

By restraint, I mean a kind of control and reticence in relationship to our materials. 

Songwriters have to restrain themselves from saying too much, moving too far from the 

boundaries imposed by a particular voice (often one created by the song and not their 

own). They are also constrained by metrical and generic requirements. Response refers 

to a mode of writing orthogonal to arguments concerning representation. Suming’s 

“Pakaoraday a Fayi” does not attempt to contain, describe, or speak for the Other but 

responds to an encounter. The response engages with the Other but leaves space in 

which a ritual, a musical object, and a woman’s heart retain outside of the song’s grasp. I 

am not certain whether this response is consonant with anthropological knowledge, but it 

may be worth experimentation. By Registration, I mean an awareness of the 

crowdedness of the beaches on which we find ourselves combined with the development 

of a solitary voice. As suggested by restraint and response, these voices might be 



imagined ones. They need not be that of the ethnographer but one that the 

ethnographer, like the songwriter might animate or inhabit. Registration thus means both 

the awareness of different voices in a specific field combined with the choice of one of 

these voices as a register in which one works. Because the lyric form often limits 

songwriters to a single voice within a song, with dialogue often appearing as reported 

speech, songwriters have become adept at imagining themselves alone on the beach. It 

is this single voice, often implying a kind of solitude (and solicitude) for the other, that 

might teach anthropologists how best to write from (and in response to) the crowded 

beaches  where we continue to work, imagining ourselves “alone […] while the launch 

that brought [us] sails away.” 

 

 

                                                
1 We might add that the friendship of our friends of the environment, say of Taitung, 

defers to the interests of the environment and remains disinterested, inasmuch as the 

friend does not develop the friendship with an eye to personal gain or advantage, except 

perhaps the internal goods (or virtues) of practices associated with this friendship. 

2 BOT, or Build Operate Transfer, is a type of neoliberal policy, in which private 

companies build and operate public amenities for a specified lease period, after which 

the government has the option to take over management or renegotiate the contract. 

Recently nearly all of Taitung’s coastline has been scheduled, without the consent of 

local communities to be BOTed for tourist development. 

3 To be clear, I support the work of these activists and of Tiehua Village, which is a 

locally run performance venue. Many of my friends have performed there; others are 

vendors at the weekly art fair. My discussion of environmentalism in this context 



                                                                                                                                            
expresses my vexation with our complicity and looks for a way to consider why many 

people in A’tolan are not enthusiastic about the work of the environmental activists 

among them. 

4 The deindustrialized landscape of A’tolan corresponds with a complicated set of 

communities, each with very different relationships to the sugar economy and the new 

economy of tourism that has replaced it. A’tolan Amis were somewhat peripheral to the 

sugar economy in Tongho District, performing mostly casual agricultural labor. Hakka 

and Minnan immigrants from other parts of the island provided most of the labor for the 

factory and for cultivation. With the end of the sugar economy, some of these workers 

left, while others became shopkeepers and small restaurant owners on the main street of 

the town, Rt 11. Today, most of the stores in town are owned and managed by this 

Hakka and Minnan community. With the advent of a tourist trade, new arrivals from 

Taipei and elsewhere have purchased land and opened small hotels and restaurants. 

Some of the new arrivals belong to a growing expat European and American community. 

Although a few A’tolan Amis are part of the tourist trade, the tourism economy is 

dominated by the new arrivals.  

 


